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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe the euTV system, which provides a flexible approach to collect, manage, annotate and publish collections of images, videos and textual documents. The system is based on a Service Oriented Architecture that allows to combine and orchestrate a large set of web services for automatic and manual annotation, retrieval, browsing, ingestion and authoring of multimedia sources. euTV tools have been used to create several publicly available vertical applications, addressing different use cases. Positive results of user evaluations have shown that the system can be effectively used to create different types of applications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services; H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation

Keywords
Semantic multimedia annotation; SOA; content-based multimedia retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION

The explosion of digital data in recent times, in its varied forms and formats (H.264 and Flash videos, MP3 and Wav audio, HTML and PDF documents, images), requires the creation of effective tools to organize, manage and link digital resources, in order to maximize accessibility and reduce cost issues for everyone concerned, from content managers to online content consumers. On a larger scale, isolated multimedia repositories developed by content owners and technology providers can be connected, unleashing opportunities for innovative user services and creating new business models, in the vein of on-demand, online or mobile TV ventures.
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The euTV project stems from above conditions and potentialities to connect publicly available multimedia information streams under a unifying framework, which additionally allows publishers of audio-visual content to monetize their products and services. The backbone of euTV is a scalable audio-visual analysis and indexing system that allows detection and tracking of vast amounts of multimedia content based on Topics of Interest (TOI), that correspond to a user’s profile and set of employed search terms. The front-end is a portal that can be customized to be suitable to different scenarios and scopes, displaying syndicated content, allowing users to perform searches, refine queries, and produce faceted presentation of results.

2. DEMO

The demo shows three different applications created using the euTV media monitoring and publishing platform:

- FilePanel – files your way: a web-based media management system for individuals and groups (private and institutional).
- NewsBoard – news at your fingertips: A board to collect news feeds, process them, and filter and search what is interesting to the end-user. This application targets mainstream media clipping and monitoring markets.
- TravelPulse – photos in a pulse: The application targets professional content providers, notably touristic destinations managers supporting them in promoting their cities/regions. It has been conceived as a showcase of the euTV framework for tourism applications.

3. THE SYSTEM

The euTV platform has a powerful infrastructure, that embraces different programming and scripting languages (C++, Java, PHP, Javascript, LUA), required for the many euTV tools and services, and libraries and open source software products (FFMpeg, Red5, Mule etc.) to process audio, visual and textual multimedia documents. The projects scale has required a pragmatic and robust approach to integrate all components into a scalable platform. This goal has been reached by extensively using a services oriented approach for system integration, with an agnostic approach to languages.
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and protocols. The platform has a central services-based architecture layer consisting of a file-store, a repository and a web services hub (Apache Mule). This layer acts as the central hub to which the media processor framework and the end-user interfaces could rely on for storing and retrieving data in a flexible manner (Fig. ??).

Text indexing and annotation is performed by services that provide: i) language classification, based on n-grams and Naïve Bayes classifiers that despite the simplicity have shown to work effectively also on short fragments [?]; ii) topic detection based on LDA; iii) named entity extraction based on gazetteers and a rule-based system, to handle entities that have not been added yet to lists [?]. Topic detection and named entity identification can be used also with the outcomes of speech transcription services.

Speech and audio indexing and analysis tools provide services for: i) audio segmentation [?] that separates audio streams into six separate components: four for classification (speech / non-speech, gender, background and speaker identification), one for speaker clustering and one for acoustic change detection. These components are mostly model-based, making extensive use of feed-forward fully connected Multi-Layer Perceptrons trained with back-propagation; ii) audio language identification, based on [?], that identifies the 12 most spoken languages across the European Union, using SVMs for the phonotactic system and an I-vector based acoustic sub-system; iii) an audio event module that recognizes 54 sound concepts, using a combination of MFCC, ZCR and MPEG features to feed SVM classifiers; iv) audio transcriptions, an engine that uses an hybrid approach combining the temporal modelling capabilities of Hidden Markov Models with the pattern discriminative classification capabilities of Multi-Layer Perceptrons [?], and works with English, Spanish, Portuguese and German.

Visual annotation and indexing deal with images and videos at syntactic and semantic levels. Similarity-based retrieval deals with images and video keyframes, using a combination of MPEG global features and SIFT descriptors, indexed using approximate similarity searching based on inverted files [?] for scalability. Semantic annotation is obtained using a BoW-based approach, with a model selection step to select the best combination of interest point detectors/descriptors for each concept classifier, and using the PMK kernel [?] for efficient computation. Classifiers can be trained with a specific service, that exploits social media as training source [?].

Each type of media has a specific component that can handle visualization, media search and manual annotation (Fig. ??). A web-based authoring system allows to combine all the services to design specific applications for each use scenario, from the automatic ingestion of media to their processing, search and presentation (Fig. ??).

**Figure 1:** euTV system architecture.
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**Figure 2:** left) video play/annotations, showing automatic transcriptions; right) document viewer/annotator, showing concepts and entities on the right.

**Figure 3:** top) euTV system to design application interfaces; bottom) three examples of euTV applications.
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